The y-axis of the eventual correlation matrix, E, denotes the time at which eyelid position data is taken. Here, eyelid traces for one recording are shown, rotated 90° counterclockwise. In the example at 113 ms after CS onset, the magnified window shows for each trial 10 data points, of which the means (black dots, red dashed circle indicates an outlier) are used for a correlation with spike activity. The same approach is taken to get eyelid position data at 249 ms. (Ba) To create a spike density function for each trial, Purkinje cell simple spike timestamps are convolved with a 41 ms wide Gaussian kernel, shown overlaid in black. The summated green trace provides a continuous measure of simple spike density. (Bb) The x-axis of the eventual correlation matrix, E, denotes the time at which simple spike activity is taken. Here, spike density traces for all trials of the same recording as in A are shown. Using the same approach outlined in A, 10-datapoint means are extracted for each trial at two example locations, here 66 and 212 ms after CS onset. (C) Between-trial correlations of eyelid position and simple spike activity data extracted at the example time-points. Simple spike activity at 66 ms correlates more strongly to eyelid position at 113 ms, than at 249 ms. Conversely, spike activity at 212 ms relates better to eyelid position at 249 ms than at 113 ms. If these correlations were done across different recordings, their trial data would be standardized before combining them. (D) The r-values for each of the example correlations translate to a color and find their way into the correlation matrix at the appropriate time points on the x-(spike) and y-(eyelid position) axis. (E) The resultant full correlation matrix shows the temporal dynamics of the correlation between simple spike activity and eyelid position. The current cell shows negative correlation throughout the ISI, with a minor early focal point, and a major late focal point. 
